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Cast (in alphabetical order)

Lynn Mandziuk......................................................................

David Rodrida.................................................................. El Gato

Jozer guerrero.......................................................................Dante

Dillon Autry........................................................................... Frijo

Hannah Victoria Lucero.................................................... Xochitl

Jesse Lee Pacheco................................................................. Juanito

Kian Way.................................................................................Chuko

Gloria

Jordan Hull.......................................................................... Cecilia

Sid Madrid.................................................................................Chuy

Magally Luna..........................................................................Abuela



The warrior locked inside of el bato loco takes different forms.

When fed positive stimuli or when confronted with a cause, he is

there as a warrior to the end. The duality of el bato loco is both

psychological and sociological, but the impetus behind his

existence is spiritual.

He carries historical struggles of his people as a badge of courage.

He loves and he also hates to the extreme. There is no common

ground for el bato loco to rest his weary body and soul. The

masks that he wears are facades used to ward off the

"enemy." Sometimes they become difficult for him to remove.

If you manage to uncover this psychological defense mechanism,

you'll find the spiritual warrior.

At times his spiritual dimension can be characterized as an

authentic aura of humanism. At other times, it is "el diablo

reborn;," the rage caused by injustice against humanity. The

paradox is that this same rage can be turned inward and cause self

destruction. It can also be used against his own brethren.

Therefore, he is both a savior and a tormentor. In the world of el

bato loco, you'll find dichotomy in search of circularity, the

philosophy of his Indian ancestors.

“From The Corazon of a Bato Loco” 

Ramon Del Castillo



Alicia “Bruce” Trujillo........................Associate Creative Producer

Benjamin Ortiz & Oyuki Rico.......................Musicos de Concherism

Caroline Sharkey...............................................All around good guy

Charlie Apple........................................................................Animations

Cipriano Ortega......................................................Assistant Director      

Stage Management

Diego Florez-Arroyo..................................... Original Composition,

Playwright,Creative Production, Set Designer 

Video and Film Director

Emery "EP" Pace.........................................................................Musician

Crew (in alphabetical order)



Geoff Dohrmann............................................Animations/Projections

Jason Edelstein..........................................................AV Documentation

Mahtlactli omei Atlateotl..........................................Nauhtl speaker

Patrick Mueller........................Executive Producer, Lighting Design

Phil Luna.....................................................................................Director

Ramon Del Castillo, Rudolfo "Corky" Gonzales......Sourced Original Poetry

Sean Mallory..................................................................Lighting Design

Serena Palacios..........................................................Costume Director

Taylor Brake & Steve Sundberg...................Sound Design engineers

Tio Carlos Casteneda & Eric Danks....................Additional Costumes

Travis Powell.................................................Animations/Projections

Zachary Light..............Musician, Music Sound Engineer, Mix, Master
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Follow us on Instagram
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